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International Trade in Television Programming and GATT: An Analysis of Why the European Community's Local Program Requirement Violates the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

Clint N. Smith†

The European Community adopted a directive which requires that at least fifty percent of all Community broadcast time be devoted to programs of European origin. The stated purpose of the program quotas is the protection of European culture. As a key supplier of television programs in the international market, the United States is particularly affected by this restriction. The author argues that the United States should challenge the European Community program quota on the grounds that it is a violation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

The author describes the basis of a U.S. challenge to the restriction, and anticipates the European Community’s response. First, the author establishes that trade in television is within the scope of GATT because television programs take the form of goods in international transactions. The European Community directive specifically violates the national treatment requirement of GATT, he argues, because the quota affects sales and distribution opportunities for U.S. programs. The author then responds to the argument that the restriction is justified by the cinema exception contained in Article IV of GATT. The author takes an historical view of the cinema exception, and shows that the Contracting Parties to GATT have refused to apply the cinema exception to television in prior negotiations. He also rejects the argument that the directive is justified by the security exception of GATT Article XXI. The author concludes that the European Community can achieve its cultural protection objective without violating GATT by directly subsidizing European television producers.

† J.D. Candidate, Boalt Hall School of Law, University of California, 1992; B.A. Pomona College, 1989. The author would like to thank Holly Hammonds and Daniel Price of the United States Trade Representative's legal staff, Professor David Caron, James H. Burke, and the very capable editors of INTERNATIONAL TAX AND BUSINESS LAWYER for their assistance.
I. INTRODUCTION

The European Council's directive of October 3, 1989 requires that Member States devote more than half of their television broadcast time to entertainment programs produced in Europe. The European Community's stated reason for the requirement is to preserve European culture. Hollywood producers and United States trade officials have complained, however, that the requirement is instead a protectionist measure intended to benefit the European film and television production industry. The United States alleges that the Directive violates the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("General Agreement"), while the European Community maintains that there is no violation.

The GATT dispute over the legality of the European Community's local program quota exposes the broader tension between the international goal of free exchange of information and the national need for sovereignty over mass communications policy. International treaties and agreements signed by both the United States and the European Community provide for free communica-
tion across borders and encourage unrestricted trade of non-commercial educational, scientific, and cultural films. At the same time, however, states have frequently used varied means to control the information their citizens receive from foreign sources. Examples include officials from Nazi Germany distributing radios that only received government stations and Communist states in Eastern Europe prohibiting the sale of magazines and books from the West.

The General Agreement itself reflects this tension between the free exchange of information and the need for national sovereignty over information content. Article III of the General Agreement, the national treatment clause, requires that once a foreign good enters a country, that country must treat the good no less favorably than it would treat a similar locally produced good. While the European television program quota appears to violate the national treatment obligation, the violation is arguably justifiable under the cinema exception of Article IV of the General Agreement. Article IV allows countries to set quotas requiring local theaters to devote a percentage of cinema screen time each year to the screening of domestically produced films. GATT has never decided whether Article IV applies mutatis mutandi to television programs.

Presented with the United States' complaint against the European Community television program quota, a GATT dispute resolution panel has the authority to address and resolve the tension between the desirability of the free exchange of information contained in television programs and the need for national sovereignty over the content of programs broadcast locally. This paper argues that the GATT panel should resolve the dispute by determining first, that the General Agreement applies to trade in television programs, second, that the European Community Directive violates the General Agreement's national treatment requirement, and finally, that the narrow terms of Article IV's cinema exception do not justify the television quota. Confronted with such a decision, the European Community could employ an alternative means to achieve its cultural goals which is both consistent with GATT obli-

5. The broadest expression of this freedom is in Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which states "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers." Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217A (III), U.N. GAOR, 3d Sess., pt. 1, at 74-75, U.N. Doc. A/810 (1948).


gations and less distortive of trade: granting reasonable subsidies to domestic television and film producers in order to encourage the production of programs reflecting and promoting European culture.

In determining whether the European Community television quota violates the General Agreement, the GATT panel must also answer the broader question of whether the General Agreement applies to television programs. This determination would have important implications for all states which export entertainment. In addition, a GATT panel decision on television programs could provide guidance for the solution of future trade disputes over restrictions on movies, recorded music, books, and other forms of entertainment.

Part II of this paper provides an overview of the television market in the European Community and describes the European Council’s Directive. Part III begins with a discussion of the General Agreement’s history and its major provisions, then focuses specifically on Article III’s national treatment requirement and Article IV’s cinema exception.

Part IV addresses the conclusions that should be reached by a GATT dispute resolution panel: 1) the television directive is a binding law; 2) the General Agreement governs trade in goods, and since television programs take the form of goods when traded, the General Agreement is applicable; 3) the Directive discriminates against foreign programs by forcing stations to give preferential treatment to European produced television programs; and 4) the discrimination is not justified by Article IV’s cinema exception, which must be interpreted narrowly in light of the drafters’ intent and the subsequent interpretation of the exception by the Contracting Parties.

After noting that the objective of cultural protection is not met by local program quotas, Part V concludes with an argument that European Community Member States seeking to preserve or promote their cultures should instead consider granting direct subsidies to television and cinema producers. Such an approach would be consistent with the General Agreement, less costly to local economies, and less distortive of international trade.

II. TELEVISION IN EUROPE

A. The Growing European Television Market

While government ownership and management of European television stations is still common, the liberalization of laws which once restricted private ownership of cable channels and television stations has sparked a dra-

11. See e.g. Harper’s Index, HARPER’S, Nov. 1992, at 15 (citing Ostankino Television Network, Moscow which reported that The Rich Also Cry, a soap opera produced in Mexico, is currently the most popular program in Russia).
matic increase in the number of European television stations. Between 1983 and 1995 it is estimated that the number of European television stations will have increased from 40 to 120. Some stations will broadcast to large audiences spanning several Member States.

The growth in the number of stations has generated proportionate growth in the program hours televised each year. While just 250,000 program hours were shown in 1987, the amount should surpass 440,000 program hours in 1992 and 560,000 program hours by the late 1990s.

Four sources produce the programs shown on European television. "In-house" production by the broadcasting station itself currently accounts for a great proportion of locally produced programs. In-house programs are most often broadcast by government owned and well-established private stations; expenditures by this source of production will increase only slightly in the next decade. Independent productions are a second, much less common source. Co-production between stations and either independent local producers or foreign producers is a third source. The fourth, and fastest growing, source is production outside of Europe. Purchases of foreign programs are expected to double in the next decade.

B. The Sale of U.S.-Produced Programming in Europe

The United States is benefitting from Europe's increased acquisition of television programs. U.S. producers sold $330 million of television programs to Europe in 1984, and $1 billion of programs in 1989. The Euro-

14. See, e.g., Kerver, supra note 12, at 14A.
17. See Kerver, supra note 12, at 14A (London research group predicts that European stations will broadcast 535,000 program hours in 1998).
19. Id. (predicting that expenditures on in-house programs will rise from $7 billion in 1988 to only $8.5 billion in 1998).
20. One commentator has argued that the European Community Directive provides an opportunity for increased co-production between foreigners and Europeans. See Moebes, supra note 16, at 7-9.
pean market accounts for roughly half of U.S. television exports. Income from the European and other foreign markets has become increasingly important to U.S. producers because sales of television programs in the United States have been very weak in the early 1990s.

Economic factors are the primary reason for increased television sales to Europe. It is economically efficient for producers in a large entertainment market to sell to smaller markets. While the initial production cost of a television program is quite high, and accounts for most of a program's total cost, the marginal cost of selling a program to an additional broadcaster is quite low. The low marginal cost to a U.S. producer, which is merely the cost of taping an already-produced program and delivering the tape to a European purchaser, allows U.S. producers to sell programs in Europe at prices much lower than the cost a European company would incur producing a similar quality program on its own.

The cost of producing a one-hour television drama in the United States is approximately $1 million. Half-hour comedy episodes of comparable quality typically cost $450,000 to produce. Most of this production cost can be recouped by selling the program to a major national broadcast network in the United States. The production cost of a half-hour program in Europe is comparable to the production cost in the United States. However, a European producer broadcasting to a small national or common-language audience cannot recover its costs as easily as the U.S. producer can. The smaller audience results in less advertising revenue, and therefore less revenue for the producer.

Since U.S. producers recoup their costs after the initial domestic broadcast, U.S. producers are willing to export programs inexpensively. U.S. producers' export profits derive from multiple sales, not from limited sales at prices approaching the original production cost of the program. U.S. pro-


27. See, e.g., Buscombe, supra note 15, at 406 (producing a program in Norway is fifteen times more expensive than purchasing a foreign program).


29. See Greenhouse, supra note 23, at D1.

30. See Marcom, supra note 28, at 43. See, e.g., Buscombe, supra note 15, at 406 (while the production cost of a Miami Vice episode is $1.5 million, the producers recoup $1.2 million selling the episode to NBC).

31. See Greenhouse, supra note 23, at D1 (it costs over $400,000 to produce one half hour of Danish programming).

32. For discussion of whether the sales may constitute a dumping action by U.S. producers, see infra note 170.
grams have sold in Europe for as little as $430 per programming hour in 1985 to $50,000 per programming hour in 1990—in both cases far less than production costs in Europe.\textsuperscript{33}

The cost-effectiveness of buying U.S. programs is more important to new television stations in Europe than to established or government-funded stations, which are experienced producers and/or can afford higher production costs. New stations need programs but do not have the capital to produce much of their own programming.\textsuperscript{34} According to an executive at a new French station, "A young station needs to buy programs until it develops the riches to be able to afford to produce a lot of programs on its own."\textsuperscript{35} Until they have the necessary production funds, new stations will buy programs from the United States.

Viewer taste may also contribute to the increased sales of U.S. television programming to Europe.\textsuperscript{36} Programs from the United States are frequently among European stations' more popular programs.\textsuperscript{37} Perhaps it is the quality of the acting, sets, and costumes. Perhaps it is America's cultural mystique. While exact reasons are impossible to identify, European television viewers often prefer U.S. programs.

C. The European Community and Television Programming

1. Television Broadcasting is Subject to European Community Authority

Early European integration agreements did not address whether television broadcasting would be regulated by the European Community or by its Member States. But from the outset, integrationists intended to transform not only the European economic order, but also its political and cultural order.\textsuperscript{38} As stated in its preamble, the EEC Treaty seeks to "establish the foundations of an even closer union among the peoples of Europe."\textsuperscript{39} The regulation of television is one indication of the European Community's desire to foster European identity among its citizens.

\textsuperscript{33} See Colin Hoskins et al., \textit{U.S. Television Programs in the International Market: Unfair Pricing?}, 39 J. COMM. 55, 56 (1989) (in 1985 the lowest average price paid by an European Community member for an hour of U.S. programs was $430 in Portugal; the highest price paid was $28,000 in the U.K.). For more recent pricing figures see Greenhouse, \textit{supra} note 23, at D1 (U.S. programs sold in the U.K. for $15,000 to $50,000 per episode).

\textsuperscript{34} See Buscombe, \textit{supra} note 15, at 404-07.

\textsuperscript{35} See Greenhouse, \textit{supra} note 23, at D1.

\textsuperscript{36} Social scientists have suggested that American television programs are popular around the world because the programs are easily interpreted by viewers of different cultures. See Tamar Liebes \& Elihu Katz, \textit{The Export of Meaning: Cross Cultural Readings of Dallas 4} (1990).

\textsuperscript{37} See generally Schwarz, \textit{supra} note 22, app. 1 (listing U.S. programs receiving high audience ratings in the United Kingdom, Italy, and France).


\textsuperscript{39} EEC Treaty, \textit{supra} note 1, pmbl.
A 1974 judicial decision indicated that television was subject to European Community regulation and cleared the way for subsequent European Community television policy proposals. In that case the Court of Justice of the European Communities held that television was properly regulated by the European Community and not by individual Member States. The German government had argued that its television industry was a public utility subject only to German regulation and not to European Community regulation, but the Court rejected this argument.

2. The European Commission's Green Paper

In a 1984 Green Paper entitled "Television Without Frontiers," the European Commission set out a framework for the integration and harmonization of Member States' television industries. Before addressing specific policy proposals, the Green Paper noted that television in the European Community could be "a source of cultural enrichment" and that "the dissemination of information across national borders can do much to help the peoples of Europe to recognize the common destiny they share in many areas.

The Green Paper noted that an integrated European television market, with free movement of broadcasts between Member States, could limit the "dominance of the big American media corporations." The Green Paper also proposed European Community-wide advertising standards, content limits to protect children, and limited rights of reply to station editorials.

The Green Paper did not mention the need for quotas to limit the number of foreign television programs broadcast in Europe. However, the European Commission's Economic and Social Committee, in its "Opinion on the Green Paper," urged the fostering of an efficient European television industry so that European television producers could compete with their American counterparts. The opinion also stressed that the production of more European television programs would help create a "European consciousness" that would weaken individuals' allegiances to single Member States and facilitate the political integration of the European Community.

---

41. Id.
42. Green Papers are the European Commission’s lengthy policy recommendations drafted in advance of formal legislative proposals and action.
44. Id. at 28, 30.
45. Id. at 33.
47. See generally Green Paper, supra note 43.
49. Id. at 16.
3. The Council’s Directive

While television legislation was debated by European Community Member States, the French government, encouraged by the French television and film production industry, proposed quotas requiring 60% of programs to be of European origin to limit the amount of non-European programming broadcast in the European Community.50

Smaller Member States, such as Belgium and Denmark,51 initially opposed a quota, presumably because the small size of their national audiences made it difficult for stations to recover the cost of locally-produced programs.52 Because low television production capacity forces it to buy most of its programs from Brazil, Portugal also initially opposed the quota, though it ultimately voted in favor of the Directive.53 Germany also opposed the quotas,54 perhaps due to general interests in free trade and smooth relations between the United States and the European Community, but Germany also ultimately voted in favor of the Directive.

The European Council passed the Directive on October 3, 1989 by a vote of ten to two.55 The Directive required Member States to comply with its terms no later than October 3, 1991.56 The Directive was considered a compromise between strict quotas and no quotas at all because of its ambiguous wording.57 Article 4 of the Directive requires that:

Member States shall ensure where practicable and by appropriate means, that broadcasters reserve for European works . . . a majority proportion of their transmission time, excluding the time appointed to news, sports events, games, advertising and teletext services.58

The quota applies only to hours of entertainment series and feature films, the programming most commonly imported into Europe from the United States. The programming to which the quota does not apply, news, sports

---

51. Belgium imported 29% and Denmark 46% of total program hours broadcast in their countries in 1983. See Varis, supra note 24, at 144-45. As is the case with Portugal, the percentage of imported entertainment programs is considerably higher than the overall percentage of imported programs. See id. at 148.
53. See Buddy, supra note 13, at 57.
55. Belgium and Denmark were the two Member States opposing the directive.
58. Directive, supra note 2, art. 4(1), at 26. Article 4(2) provides that “[w]here the proportion laid down in paragraph 1 cannot be attained, it must not be lower than the average for 1988 in the Member State concerned.” Id.
events, and games, is the programming most commonly produced locally. A quota on total airtime would have posed less of a threat to U.S. television sales in Europe than does the directives' quota on entertainment and feature film programs.

4. The U.S. Response to the Directive

The U.S. government was quick to criticize the European program quota in Article 4 of the Council's Directive. Ambassador Carla Hills, the United States Trade Representative, issued a press release calling the Directive "an obviously protectionist initiative." Hills added that the directive was "inconsistent with the Community's obligations not to discriminate against foreign products . . . under the GATT." The U.S. House of Representatives passed a resolution on October 23, 1989, decrying the local content quota as a violation of the General Agreement. Congressman Richardson claimed that "the European Community voted to limit one of our fastest growing and most successful exports." Congressman Gibbons, in urging the European Community to withdraw the Directive, stated that "local content requirements are thinly disguised protectionist actions which the U.S. Congress will not stand for."

In response to the Directive and an earlier European television agreement, the U.S. Trade Representative filed a formal complaint with the GATT requesting consultations with the European Community and threatened to take retaliatory action against European Community exports if quotas were adopted. The European Council was uncooperative in schedul-

---

59. Popular news programs cater to local interest. Sports programs feature local teams and athletes, and game shows test the cultural knowledge specific to the contestant and viewer. Therefore, these programs are particularly unlikely to be acquired from foreign producers. See Tempest, supra note 50, pt. VI, at 1. According to a United Nations study done in 1983, 53% of European entertainment programming was imported. Varis, supra note 24, at 150.


61. Id. at 3.


63. Id. at H7326.

64. Id. at H7327.

65. Convention on Transfrontier Television, May 5, 1989, art. XXII, Europ. T.S. No. 132 (1989). (The Convention, which was signed by several states not in the European Community, also included a local content requirement).


67. See 1992 National Trade Estimate Report, supra note 66, at 71. See also Hub-bub Intensifies; Congress Lashes Out At European TV Content Restrictions, Comm. Daily, Oct. 13, 1989, at 1 (discussing the recommendation of the House of Representatives Trade Subcom-
ing initial GATT consultations, claiming that since television broadcasting was a service and not a good, it was not covered under the General Agreement. Many European politicians argued that limiting the importation of U.S. programs was necessary to protect European "cultural identity." The president of the European Commission posed the rhetorical question, "Have we a right to exist, to perpetuate our traditions?"

The first consultation failed to settle the dispute. Accepted GATT procedure allows the United States or the European Community to request a second consultation or demand the formation of a GATT panel to decide the dispute.

5. Member State Legislation

Under the Directive, Member States were required to enact national legislation reflecting the Directive's European program quota by October 3, 1991. In response to the Directive, France strictly interpreted its existing European program requirement. Reflecting a judicial interpretation of France's prior European content law, a 1990 government decree required that sixty percent of all programs broadcast between six p.m. and eleven p.m. be produced in a European Community state. Indicating the government's intent to enforce the quota, the Ministry of Culture and Communication fined a station $10 million in 1989 for broadcasting too many foreign programs.

In the United Kingdom, the 1990 Broadcasting Act, which privatized ownership of broadcast stations, mandated that a "proper proportion" of programs broadcast by licensees be of European origin. The Independent Television Commission, which governs regional television licensing, has issued
guidelines that define proper proportion as not less than seventy-five percent of all programming. The British Broadcasting Corporation, though not regulated by the Independent Television Commission, follows similar though less specific "proper proportion" guidelines.

Italy made its existing local program requirement slightly more restrictive in order to comply with the Directive. Pursuant to a 1984 law, the government had previously required television stations to broadcast forty percent European programs. The new law, which became effective in 1991, provides that for three years, forty percent of the broadcast time for feature films on television must be reserved for European works. By 1994, the percentage for European works must rise to fifty-one percent. In 1988, Spain adopted a television law which requires that fifty-five percent of programs and forty percent of feature films broadcast locally be of European origin.

Portugal has no specific local content requirement but has a quota requiring the broadcast of "cultural" programs which have educational value, improve the public's knowledge of Portugal, and promote progress toward a democratic society. A U.S. industry report states that the quota is not enforced because there is not sufficient local programming to fill the quota. Brazil, the source of most of Portugal's programs, would be harmed by a strictly defined European-content quota, while it has not necessarily been affected by Portugal's current "cultural" quota.

To comply with the Directive, other Member States will be required to enact legislation which conflicts with existing domestic law. The Netherlands currently grants broad freedom to stations in determining the origin and content of programs. Germany's broadcasting law does not limit the broadcast of foreign programs. Since both the Netherlands and Germany voted in favor of the directive, they either support the European content requirement and will pass the requisite legislation in the future or believe that the phrase

only applies to British broadcasters, and therefore, may not apply to cable systems and satellite signals transmitted to British viewers from outside the U.K.

78. See Motion Picture Export Association of America, Inc., Trade Barriers to Exports of U.S. Filmed Entertainment: A Report to the United States Trade Representative 109 (1991) [hereinafter MPEAA, Trade Barriers]. The section of the MPEAA's report on the United Kingdom concludes that "the British are moving to enshrine the most severe TV quota in Europe, if not the world, in these new regulations." Id. at 110.

79. Id.
81. See MPEAA, Trade Barriers, supra note 78, at 63.
82. See id. at 95 (Spanish law regulating television passed in April, 1988).
84. See MPEAA, Trade Barriers, supra note 78, at 89.
“where practicable” in Article 4 of the Directive will not require their governments to impose a quota on local stations.

As noted, the Directive required Member States to have European program quotas in place by October 3, 1991. States that have not yet done so could be forced to comply if the European Community, another Member State, or a private party successfully sued the government for failing to comply with the Directive.

III.
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

The original General Agreement and its subsequent periodic amendments and modifications set out rules for conducting international trade. The GATT serves as a forum for trade negotiations and the settlement of trade disputes. The GATT’s 105 Contracting Parties conduct the vast majority of all world trade.

To preserve its rights under the General Agreement, the United States could allege before a GATT dispute resolution panel that the European Community Directive’s local program quota violates the General Agreement. Although the issue of trade in television programs has been raised in the Uruguay Round, the United States would be well advised to raise the issue before a GATT panel rather than negotiate the issue in the Uruguay Round. First, it is unclear whether the present talks will be completed in the near future. A dispute panel would resolve the issue more quickly. Second, the Uruguay Round is unlikely to liberalize trade in television programs, as proposed drafts of the services agreement have allowed a broad cultural exception or have included an annex on audio-visual products which allows discrimination in that sector. Third, as seen by the U.S. acquiescence to a cultural exception in the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement, U.S. negotiators are willing to accept agreements allowing restrictions on trade in televisi-

88. See infra text accompanying notes 182-84.
89. The original treaty has been amended through agreements reached in periodic negotiating rounds, the latest being the Uruguay Round, commenced in 1988.
91. See John Eckhouse, Clinton Expected to Be Tough on Trade, S.F. CHRON., Nov. 6, 1992, at B1, B3.
92. See 1992 NATIONAL TRADE ESTIMATE REPORT, supra note 66, at 71. See also Negotiations Intensify As Groups Get Down to Detailed Drafting, in NEWS OF THE URUGUAY ROUND OF MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, (GATT Information and Media Relations Division) (Oct. 9, 1990) NUR 041, 11-12 [hereinafter NEWS OF THE URUGUAY ROUND].
93. See Keith Bradshaw, Talks Fail: Trade War is Feared, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 4, 1992, at C1 (the election of Bill Clinton will likely delay world trade talks as Clinton appoints new trade officials and reviews negotiating positions held by the Bush Administration). See also Keith Bradshaw, U.S. Hope Dashed On Global Trade, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 22, 1992, at A1.
94. But see Eckhouse, supra note 91, at B1 (Clinton will encourage concluding GATT’s current round of negotiations).
95. NEWS OF THE URUGUAY ROUND, supra note 92, at 11-12.
sion programs. Fourth, as indicated below, the United States has a strong case to present to a GATT dispute resolution panel.

A. The History of the GATT Agreement

1. Rationale for Free Trade

The original signatories to the General Agreement were united in their belief that restricting free trade was harmful and that liberal trade rules facilitated the productive and efficient use of global resources.97

Free trade policies reduce the price local consumers pay for goods.98 While consumers will continue to purchase efficiently produced, inexpensive local goods, they will not be forced to purchase inefficiently produced, expensive local goods. With free trade, rather than paying too much for inefficiently produced local goods, consumers can instead purchase cheaper goods imported from a country which produces them efficiently.99

The loss of sales in the inefficient local industry eventually benefits the local economy. When the inefficient industry fails, resources are reallocated from the failed industry to more efficient and productive industries.100 Certain local industries lose in the short term, but over time, the local economy benefits from this resource reallocation through increased efficiency.101

One argument for limiting free trade is the concern about potential unemployment.102 In the case of television programs, free trade has been opposed by those people threatened by lower demand for local programs: local television producers, directors and actors. However, unemployment caused by free trade is typically temporary and new jobs are created when the failed industry’s resources are reallocated to a different industry. Also, providing an industry protection to avoid the loss of jobs establishes incentives for the


100. Id. at 25.

101. Id.

industry to remain inefficient and uncompetitive. The costs of unemployment are likely to be much lower than the costs of long term industry protection.  

A second argument against free trade is that a free-trading state can become dependent on imported goods as it loses its domestic capacity to produce certain important goods. In the case of television programs, states might oppose free trade if they fear that increased importation of foreign programs, and the concurrent loss of local production capacity would weaken the country. Dependence on foreign goods is considered most threatening when the import is a necessity, such as food staples or defensive weapons, and in turbulent times, when a state's security is uncertain and foreign supplies may not be available. When free trade is consistently practiced, as it has been in large part since the end of World War II, and military threats are limited, resources are easily exchanged and the threat of dependence is minimal.

A corollary to the dependency argument is that free trade can destroy a national way of life. Governments might want to preserve this national way of life when the market does not accurately take into account its actual value. Some culturally desirable economic activities are economically inefficient. Since without government protection imported substitutes will replace the culturally desirable activity or product, governments may protect a culturally beneficial activity, such as television production, if the market fails to recognize the activity's benefit.

2. History of GATT

Since protectionist trade policies had restricted trade and contributed to the world economic system's collapse in the 1920s and 1930s, major countries met in Havana to draft the charter of the International Trade Organization ("ITO"). As the assembled states could not quickly agree upon an ITO

103. See Doreen Brown, Trade Relations and the Interests of Consumers, in CONFLICT AND RESOLUTION IN US-EC TRADE RELATIONS 129 (Seymour Rubin & Mark Jones eds., 1989). See also KRUGMAN & OBSTFELD, supra note 98, at 221 (for example, direct subsidies to retain employment levels in auto industry would be less costly than a quota on auto imports, but harder to achieve in the domestic political environment).

104. BLACKHURST ET AL., supra note 98, at 38.

105. See id. at 38, 40.

106. Id. at 40.

107. See id. (suggesting that protection is justified if there is national consensus for preserving the cultural activity and accepting the loss in national income it creates).

108. See KRUGMAN & OBSTFELD, supra note 98, at 218 (if the production of a good yields a social benefit that firms cannot capture and therefore do not take into account when deciding how much to produce, this marginal social benefit can justify a government's protective trade policy).

109. See ARTHUR DUNKEL, TRADE POLICIES FOR A BETTER FUTURE: THE LEUTWILER REPORT, THE GATT AND THE URUGUAY ROUND 157 (1987); John H. Jackson, National Treatment Obligations and Non-Tariff Barriers, 10 MICH. J. INT'L L. 207 (1989). The Havana meetings followed the 1944 discussions between the U.S. and Great Britain at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. The Bretton Woods talks addressed post-war international trade cooperation. Two institutions to promote free trade and economic growth were proposed: the International Mone-
Charter, they instead signed the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade as a temporary expression of free trade principles and established the GATT as a temporary, informal body for resolving trade disputes. The General Agreement, which was to be absorbed by the ITO once the ITO charter was ratified, was signed on October 30, 1947. Support for the ITO quickly disintegrated when the United States chose not to ratify the ITO, but the General Agreement and GATT survive as the legacy of the ITO's broad structure for world trade.

B. GATT Dispute Resolution

Since GATT was originally viewed as a temporary organization to exist only until the ITO was established, dispute resolution procedures were designed primarily to minimize ill-will between Contracting Parties and were not well thought out. In response to increasing dissatisfaction with these procedures, GATT Member States have committed themselves to strengthening enforcement of GATT dispute panel decisions.

Under the General Agreement, a Contracting Party which alleges a discriminatory practice by another country must first request either bilateral general consultations or other, more advanced consultations with the discriminating party. If the consultations are unsuccessful, either party to the dispute can request a panel of independent experts to review the matter and report its findings to the GATT's Council of Representatives. If the Council unanimously decides to adopt the report, the complaining party can "sus-
pends concessions to," or retaliate against, the discriminating country until the discriminatory practice is stopped.120

In practice, GATT dispute resolution has not always operated smoothly. The consensual nature of dispute resolution under the General Agreement allows uncooperative parties to delay and obstruct proceedings that challenge their trade policies,121 resulting in disputes which take many years to settle.122

In response to these problems, the Contracting Parties proposed objectives for dispute resolution reform at the outset of the Uruguay Round123 and soon thereafter adopted interim rules for dispute resolution.124 To limit delays in deciding disputes, the interim rules require formal GATT panel decisions to be completed in fifteen months. However, no interim rules were adopted on the veto of panel decisions by the losing party.125 Further rules could be adopted when the Uruguay Round negotiations conclude.

When analyzing disputes arising under the General Agreement, it is critical to remember that in addition to GATT's legal character, created by the specificity of its rules and the obligations they impose, GATT is also a forum for negotiating solutions to trade disputes which satisfy Contracting Parties' political goals.126 Political considerations rather than legal ones may dictate a Contracting Party's decision to raise the complaint and may influence whether or not the party complies with a GATT dispute panel's finding.127 As a leading commentator noted, "It is very difficult to ascertain where dispute settlement [in GATT] leaves off and either trade bargaining or policy formulation begins."128 Therefore, in the legal analysis that follows it is important to acknowledge that other trade disputes or political tensions may have an impact on the outcome of the present dispute.

120. Id.
121. See Kevin M. Harris, Note, The Post-Tokyo Round GATT Role in International Trade Dispute Settlement, 1 INT'L TAX & BUS. L. 142, 149 (1983).
122. Id. at 151 (EEC complaint that U.S. tax incentives to exporters violated the General Agreement was initiated in 1973 and decided in 1981).
126. See JACkSON, supra note 71, at 760-63.
128. JACkSON, supra note 71, at 166.
The General Agreement reflects its drafters' basic belief that free world trade will benefit national economies, but that individual nations should not surrender the right to implement some protective measures to temporarily protect domestic industries. The General Agreement only applies to government action and primarily governs trade in goods, since efforts to extend its applicability to all trade including services have not yet been successful.

The two General Agreement provisions most relevant to a GATT dispute panel's determination of a U.S. complaint against the European Community's Directive are Article III, the national treatment requirement, and Article IV, the exception to national treatment granted to governments imposing quotas on the proportion of foreign films shown in local movie theaters.

1. National Treatment

The national treatment provision in Article III requires that a Contracting Party's internal taxes and regulations cannot discriminate against foreign products once they enter local commerce. The national treatment principle can be traced to treaties entered into centuries ago, and was in-

129. See Ernst-Ulrich Petersmann, Application of GATT by the Court of Justice of the European Communities, 20 COMMON MKT. L. REV. 397, 421 (1983) ("GATT rules should be considered as a legal definition of the national long-term interests of contracting parties in increasing their national welfare through the gains from trade yet without giving up their freedom to maintain trade protection.").

130. Actions by private parties, though discriminatory, are not addressed by the General Agreement and complaints of a private party's acts will not be heard by GATT dispute panels. See JACKSON, supra note 71, at 289-90.

131. When the Havana Charter was drafted, trade in services represented only a small portion of total international trade. Now that services represent approximately 25% of international trade, and discriminatory policies limit free trade in services, service-exporting countries have pressed for an agreement on free trade in services. See generally Richard R. Rivers et al., Putting Services on the Table: The New GATT Round, 23 STAN. J. INT'L L. 13, 14 (1987). The United States first formally introduced the idea through a proposal to the Tokyo Round of multilateral agreements. See Marianna Maffucci, Note, Liberalization of International Trade in the Service Sector: Threshold Problems and a Proposed Framework Under the GATT, 5 FORDHAM INT'L L. J. 371, 394 (1982).

132. Article III(2) requires that, "The products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the territory of any other contracting party shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like products of national origin in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements affecting their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution, or use." General Agreement, supra note 4, art. 3(2), 61(5) Stat. at A18, 55 U.N.T.S. at 206.

cluded in the original draft of the ITO Charter in Havana. GATT Contracting Parties have frequently alleged national treatment violations.

National treatment is distinguishable from the most-favored-nation requirement of General Agreement, because most-favored-nation treatment requires equal treatment of all foreign goods but allows protection of local goods, while national treatment requires equal treatment of local and foreign goods. A second distinction between the two is that most-favored-nation treatment prohibits discrimination at the border, limiting larger customs tariffs on certain countries than on others, while national treatment prohibits discrimination inside the border, limiting taxes or regulations which favor local goods over imported goods.

The United Kingdom made the first national treatment challenge in GATT, alleging that an Italian regulation requiring banks to make more favorable loans to farmers purchasing Italian-made tractors resulted in discrimination against foreign-made tractors. A GATT panel decided that the Italian policy unfairly encouraged purchases of Italian tractors while discouraging purchases of foreign tractors. The decision illustrated GATT's broad view of national treatment: even though the Italian regulation was not directed at foreign products, since it indirectly favored Italian tractors, it violated the national treatment provision.

Other national treatment decisions have established that the national treatment provision can be violated even when the foreign producer has not been harmed by the discriminatory regulation. This is illustrated by a GATT dispute panel's decision regarding an European Community regulation which discriminated against animal feed imports from outside the Community. In response to U.S. complaints of national treatment violations, the European Community argued that after implementing the regulation, U.S. animal feed exports had not declined. This argument was rejected by a

134. See Jackson, supra note 71, at 273; Edmond McGovern, International Trade Regulation: GATT, the United States, and the European Community 242 (2d ed. 1986).

135. Thirty-one of 233 GATT disputes have been over national treatment. McGovern, supra note 134, at 208 n.8. For a thorough discussion of early national treatment disputes, see Hudec, supra note 97.

136. See Jackson, supra note 71, at 273; McGovern, supra note 134, at 242.

137. See McGovern, supra note 134, at 246 (distinguishing between border and internal discrimination).


139. Italian Discrimination Against Imported Agricultural Machinery, supra note 138, at 67. One author points to the word "affecting" in Art. III as a symbol of the broad variety of government action that might violate the principle of national treatment. Jackson, supra note 71, at 288.


141. See McGovern, supra note 134, at 247.
GATT dispute panel, which held that because the regulation discriminated on its face, discrimination in fact need not be proven.\textsuperscript{142}

The General Agreement specifies certain exceptions to the national treatment obligation. A Contracting Party need not accord a foreign good national treatment if this would threaten national security.\textsuperscript{143} Governments need not observe national treatment requirements when engaged in procurement.\textsuperscript{144} Finally, most relevant to trade in television programs, Contracting Parties will not have violated the national treatment provision when they adopt quotas requiring that theaters show locally produced films.\textsuperscript{145}

2. The Cinema Exception

Article IV stands in contrast to Article III's national treatment requirement by allowing governments to enforce "screen quotas" which restrict the percentage of foreign-made cinema shown by domestic movie theaters in a given year.\textsuperscript{146} Under Article IV, the only permissible method of regulating foreign films is through screen quotas.\textsuperscript{147} The General Agreement does not specifically address trade in television programs, perhaps because the industry was insignificant at the time the Agreement was signed.

Cinema quotas have not been challenged in GATT since the early 1960s,\textsuperscript{148} when GATT allowed a New Zealand quota on the percentage of foreign-produced films that could be rented by New Zealand movie theaters.\textsuperscript{149} Though Article IV's text referred to quotas on the showing of films, the GATT panel considered the New Zealand quota to be equivalent in effect. This is the only GATT panel decision interpreting Article IV.

In 1961, the United States questioned whether the cinema exception applied to television programs. While the United States did not believe that

\textsuperscript{142} A 1981 GATT decision revisited the issue when reviewing a Spanish quota on the sale of foreign soyabean oil which protected domestic olive oil producers. Although the regulation was discriminatory on its face, it was permitted since it had not reduced U.S. exports. \textit{Report of Panel on Spanish Measures Concerning Domestic Sale of Soyabean Oil}, GATT Doc. L/5142 (1981). But after GATT Contracting Parties criticized the result, the Council merely "noted" the decision rather than adopting it. GATT Doc. L/5245 (1981). Given that the soyabean oil decision was not adopted, the Animal Feed decision apparently reflects GATT law regarding national treatment more accurately than the soyabean oil decision. \textit{See also} McGovern, supra note 134, at 247.

\textsuperscript{143} General Agreement, supra note 4, art. 11, 61(5) Stat. at A32-A34, 55 U.N.T.S. at 224-28.

\textsuperscript{144} General Agreement, supra note 4, art. 17(2), 61(5) Stat. at A53, 55 U.N.T.S. at 252.

\textsuperscript{145} General Agreement, supra note 4, art. 4, 61(5) Stat. at A20, 55 U.N.T.S. at 208.

\textsuperscript{146} Art. IV(a) provides that "screen quotas may require the exhibition of cinematographic films of national origin during a specified minimum proportion of the minimum screen time actually utilized," and that "screen quotas shall be subject to negotiation for their limitation, liberalization, or elimination." General Agreement, supra note 4, art. 4(a), 61(5) Stat. at A20, 55 U.N.T.S. at 208.

\textsuperscript{147} \textit{See} Honore M. Catudal, \textit{The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade: An Article in Layman's Language}, 44 U.S. DEPT. OF ST. BULL. 1010, 1015 (June 26, 1961).

\textsuperscript{148} \textit{See} Jackson, supra note 71, at 294.

\textsuperscript{149} \textit{Id.} at 293-94 n.2.
Article IV's exception should be extended to television programs,\textsuperscript{150} it proposed a vague resolution that "a reasonable proportion of favourable viewing time" on domestic television stations be reserved for foreign programs.\textsuperscript{151} The resolution was not adopted.

At the request of the United States, a GATT working party was formed in 1962 to determine whether the General Agreement's provisions applied to trade in television programs. The French and other delegations argued that television bore more of a resemblance to a service than to a good, and doubted whether the General Agreement applied to trade disputes over television programs.\textsuperscript{152} Other members of the working party argued that because television programs were so similar to films, Article IV should be applied to television programs.\textsuperscript{153} The working party reached no conclusion and the Contracting Parties took no final action.\textsuperscript{154} Though the U.S. representatives to GATT raised the issue two more times, later in 1962 and again in 1964, a second working group was never formed nor was any further action taken.\textsuperscript{155}

Since GATT has so rarely addressed the cinema exception, especially in recent years, it is helpful to review the intent of the drafters of the General Agreement with respect to Article IV. Why did the drafters single out films as a good countries could discriminate against, while not providing similar exceptions for analogous goods of cultural importance?\textsuperscript{156}

\textsuperscript{150} \textit{Application of GATT to International Trade in Television Programmes: Statement made by the United States Representative on 21 November 1961, at 3, GATT Doc. L/1646 (Nov. 21, 1961)} (The United States stated that "[w]e do not think, for example, that it would be adequate simply to interpret Article IV as covering television programmes.") (photocopy on file with \textit{INT'L TAX \\& Bus. L}).

\textsuperscript{151} "The United States feels that, whether the solution should be an adaptation of Article IV, whether it should take the form of a resolution of the Contracting Parties, or some other form, it should provide a reasonable proportion of favourable viewing time during which imported programmes would be permitted to compete with programmes produced by the domestic television industry." \textit{Id.} at 3.

\textsuperscript{152} "It was contended by some delegations that in many respects television bore more resemblance to a service than to a trade in physical commodities. The representative of France considered that it seemed somewhat arbitrary to distinguish between live programmes and certain programmes which had been recorded for technical convenience." \textit{Application of GATT to International Trade in Television Programmes: Report of the Working Party, at 2, GATT Doc. L/1646 (Nov. 21, 1961)} (photocopy on file with \textit{INT'L TAX \\& Bus. L}).

\textsuperscript{153} "Any recommendation [of the working party] should take into account the obvious analogy between films which were covered by the provisions of Article IV and recorded television material. [Some working party members] considered that the problem should be solved by recognizing this analogy and by stating that the provisions of Article IV should be applied \textit{mutatis mutandis}." \textit{Id.} at 4.

\textsuperscript{154} "The Working Party felt that the importance and the number of questions involved were such that they could reach no final conclusion at this meeting." \textit{Id.} at 5.


\textsuperscript{156} At the time of the drafting of the General Agreement, television was not widespread enough to be considered a threat to the culture of individual Contracting Parties. Books, magazines, musical recordings, and radio programs were considered influential cultural media, but were not included in Article IV. Nearly half a century of technological improvement in the dissemination of cultural media is represented in the language of the 1988 U.S.-Canada Free
Movie theaters around the world, though primarily privately owned, have often been subject to strict government regulation. Governments have always recognized an interest in what their citizens watch. At the time the General Agreement was drafted, it was commonly believed that films changed political attitudes and influenced individual behavior. Propaganda films were used extensively in World War I and World War II to motivate soldiers and civilians to contribute to their country's war effort. On the other hand, feature films were thought to encourage viewers' reckless behavior.

Hollywood began to corner the international film market in the 1920s by producing unsophisticated feature films with broad appeal, capturing the market share from European film-makers who saw film as an art form and paid less attention to popular taste and commercial success than did their California counterparts.

Foreign governments, uncertain of the effects of U.S. films on their citizens and fearing that Hollywood's dominance of the world cinema market would soon make it all but impossible to develop local film industries, erected trade barriers against U.S. films. Typically, these restrictions did not prohibit the entry of films into the country, but instead restricted the percentage of U.S.-made films local movie theaters could show or required that theaters show a minimum percentage of local films.

In the 1940s France required theaters to show French films for five weeks during each three month period and allowed the government's film distribution agency to distribute no more than 121 U.S.-made films each year. In a similar vein, a side letter to a 1938 trade agreement between the United States and Czechoslovakia exempted from the agreement's general

Trade Agreement, in which cultural industries were defined as books, magazines, periodicals, newspapers, film, music, and video recordings, music in print or machine-readable form, and radio, television, cable, and satellite programs. United States-Canada Free-Trade Agreement, H.R. Doc. No. 216, art. 2005 at 533-34, art. 2012 at 538.


159. See generally Garth S. Jowett & James M. Linton, Movies as Mass Communication 73-75, 87-89 (1980). But see Paul F. Lazarsfeld et al., The People's Choice 166 (1948) (arguing that political propaganda merely reinforces pre-existing beliefs and is incapable of creating or changing beliefs).


non-discrimination rules "the compulsory showing of films of Czechoslovak origin in Czechoslovak theaters."\(^{162}\)

The cinema exception was included in early drafts of the ITO\(^{163}\) reflecting that countries other than France and Czechoslovakia enforced, or at least contemplated, similar restrictive policies. One commentator claimed that protection of the cinema industry was included in the ITO drafts to avoid any radical or immediate change in established policy.\(^{164}\) The United Kingdom, Norway, and Czechoslovakia vigorously advocated protection, arguing that the need to discriminate in the film market arose from the cultural importance of film.\(^{165}\)

Despite the United States' arguments that the provision would allow governments to ration art and information and restrict viewer choice,\(^{166}\) the cinema exception was included in all drafts of the Havana Charter. However, several commentators have argued that the narrowness of the exception represented a victory of sorts for the United States. While protection of other domestic cultural industries took many forms, Contracting Parties' discrimination against U.S. cultural products could only take the form of screen quotas.\(^{167}\)

Governments that advocated including the cinema exception in the General Agreement were, to a limited extent, concerned with the health of their local film-making industries.\(^{168}\) However, given Hollywood's economies of scale and dominance of the world market, it is unlikely that most countries seriously believed that their local film industries, once protected, would grow into important revenue producers and capture a lucrative share of the world motion picture market.

As the preceding historical analysis has argued, the root concern of advocates of Article IV was not to promote small local industries with limited growth potential, but was rather to curb the harmful effects of American cultural imperialism by limiting the quantity of American-made films that the citizens of Contracting Parties could watch in local theaters.\(^{169}\)

\(^{162}\) See Agreement on Motion Picture Films, May 18, 1938, U.S.-Czech., 52 Stat. 1517.


\(^{164}\) Id. at 189.

\(^{165}\) Id. at 110.

\(^{166}\) Id.

\(^{167}\) Id.

\(^{168}\) Both the French and the English, in establishing quotas in the 1940s, gave protection of infant industries and improvement of balance of payments as their reasons for film quotas. See Joint Declaration on Motion Pictures, supra note 161; See also John Webb, British Attitude Toward Film Quotas, 20 U.S. DEPT. OF ST. BULL. 825 (1949) (discussing reasons for quota requiring that British films make up 40% of screen-time).

\(^{169}\) Cf. Smith, supra note 160, at 26, 41-43, 175-76 (discussing film and information-service imperialism in a global context).
IV.
THE TELEVISION DIRECTIVE AND GATT

The European Community, as a Contracting Party to GATT, has an obligation to follow the General Agreement. However, Community officials have put forth several reasons why the Directive's quota does not violate the GATT treaty: 1) the Directive is not a binding measure; 2) the General Agreement applies only to goods, and since exported television programs are services and not goods, the General Agreement does not apply; 3) the Directive does not violate the General Agreement's national treatment requirement; 4) the Directive is justified under Article IV of the General Agreement, the cinema exception; and 5) the Directive is justified by the General Agreement's national security exception.\(^{170}\)

While the political atmosphere of GATT would affect whether the Contracting Parties would adopt a report that favored the United States, the political considerations would not affect a neutral GATT panel in analyzing the applicable law.\(^{171}\) The following is an analysis of how a GATT dispute panel, comprised of independent expert panelists, should apply the General Agreement's rules to the United States' complaint.

A. The European Community Must Abide by the General Agreement

Since both the European Community and its Member States are bound by the General Agreement, the United States complaint against the quota could either challenge the European Community's Directive or challenge a single Member State's particularly restrictive and harmful national legislation. Since a single challenge of the European Community Directive would be more efficient and a favorable judgment would have a broader effect on all Member States, the United States would be advised to follow this avenue. However, if the United States sought to preserve better relations with the European Community as a whole, it could bring the case only against the States with the most restrictive national laws.

GATT law clearly establishes that the European Community is bound by the General Agreement. Article XXIV of the General Agreement allows customs unions of several states to be represented as a single GATT mem-

\(^{170}\) Although the European Community has also alleged that the United States may be guilty of "dumping" programs in Europe, a determination of this would require the European Community to file a separate complaint alleging a violation of the Antidumping Code. However, even if the United States is violating the Antidumping Code, this would not justify the European quota since the only valid response to product dumping under the General Agreement is to apply a countervailing duty on the offending country's goods at the border. Resolution of a European dumping complaint would require resolution of many of the same issues discussed in this paper, including whether trade in television programs is governed by the General Agreement. For an explanation of why the United States has not violated the General Agreement's anti-dumping rules, see Colin Hoskins et al., supra note 33.

\(^{171}\) See Roy Denman, Television Without Frontiers, WASH. POST, Nov. 24, 1989, at A23 ("the prospect of a finding in the GATT in favor of the United States is about as likely as an outbreak of carnival spirit in Peoria on a rainy Sunday morning").
ber. In 1969, when foreign trade decision-making power in Western Europe shifted from the individual states to the European Economic Community, GATT ruled that the EEC was a customs union, and the EEC began acting as a single entity in GATT.

The General Agreement is considered part of the European Community's law hierarchy, ranking above such secondary Community rules as the European Council's regulations and directives and above national legislation of the individual Member States. Therefore, while the European Community has an obligation not to violate GATT rules, the Community makes the initial determination of whether a law violates the General Agreement. If a GATT dispute panel later decides the issue differently, the European Community would be bound by the GATT determination and not by its own earlier decision.

**B. The Binding Nature of the Television Directive is Irrelevant to its Validity under the General Agreement**

A European Community official, arguing that the European Community had not violated the General Agreement, said of the Directive, "[i]t's not a

---

172. The customs unions' internal trade policies need not follow GATT principles, but their external policies must. Since the European Community is now a single contracting party in GATT, if one Member State discriminates against another Member State, the Community's internal policies apply, rather than the General Agreement. This is analogous to application of U.S. law rather than the General Agreement to a claim that Florida is discriminating against a New York product.

173. This does not imply that Member States do not influence European Community trade policy. Through representation in European Community institutions, Member States convey their interests. For a discussion of West German influence on European Community trade policy, see Frank D. Weiss, *Domestic Dimensions of the Uruguay Round: The Case of West Germany in the European Communities, in Domestic Trade Politics and the Uruguay Round* 69 (Henry Nau ed., 1989).

174. The EEC participated in GATT administrative decisions, and negotiated specific GATT proposals. GATT formalized the EEC's membership after the EEC Member States presented their treaty to GATT, and GATT recognized the EEC as a customs union under Article XXIV of the General Agreement. See Petersmann, supra note 129, at 399. See supra note 3 for explanation of the consolidation of the three "communities" of Europe into the European Community.


176. Cf Petersmann, supra note 129, at 402. The European Community may be less willing to enforce an international rule when it would prefer to follow an immediate and substantial European Community interest.

177. Id. at 397-98. To ensure that the General Agreement is interpreted uniformly in each Member State, the Court of Justice of the European Communities decides GATT issues. When a case in national court requires GATT interpretation, the national court must request a "preliminary ruling" from the Court of Justice of the European Communities on the GATT issue before it can enter a final judgment. See Joined Cases 267-269/81, Administrazione delle Finanze dello Strato v. Societa Petrolifera Italiana SpA, 1983 E.C.R. 801, [1983-1985 Transfer Binder] Common Mkt. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 14002 (1983).
legal obligation. It's a political commitment."\(^{178}\) A spokesperson for the Motion Picture Association of America responded, "if it is not binding, why was it passed in the first place?"\(^{179}\) The European Community Directive is binding under European Community law. Furthermore, the binding nature of a Contracting Party's act is not a prerequisite to a GATT violation, since even a non-binding measure can violate the national treatment clause if it has a discriminatory effect.

The European Council may exercise its authority using any of four different types of actions: regulations, directives, opinions, and recommendations.\(^{180}\) Regulations establish precisely uniform rules directly applicable to every Member State, and are supreme over existing or subsequent national law.\(^{181}\) Directives are binding only as to their overall objectives.\(^{182}\) Unlike regulations, directives allow for variation among the laws of Member States. Each Member State is required to enact legislation meeting the Directive's expressed goal and deadline for compliance. The European Council also approves Commission recommendations and issues informal opinions providing non-binding advice on issues of national policy.

The Court of Justice of the European Community has held that a directive is binding to the extent it requires a complete and precise legal obligation.\(^{183}\) Another indication of the Directive's binding effect is that Member States or private parties can challenge whether any Member State's laws meet a directive's goals as soon as the stipulated date for compliance has passed.\(^{184}\) A European producer or other interested party could sue a Member State in either a national court or the Court of Justice of the European Community for failure to comply with the Directive by its deadline.

Even if the European Community Directive is found to be non-binding, there are still sufficient grounds to find that the TV quota Directive violates the General Agreement. A GATT panel has held that violations of the national treatment clause require only a discriminatory effect caused by a GATT Contracting Party's regulation or requirement.\(^{185}\) The same GATT

---

178. Greenhouse, supra note 52, at D20 (quoting Commissioner of the European Commission). See also Fred Hift, TV Trade War Heats Up, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, Nov. 2, 1989, at 10. ("none of this is legally binding on the EEC members").


180. EEC TREATY, supra note 1, art. 189.

181. FREESTONE & DAVIDSON, supra note 1, at 38.

182. Id. at 39-42.


185. See Canada: Administration of the Foreign Investment Review Act, at para. 5.5, GATT Panel Report 30S/140 (1984) ("[T]he word requirements in Article III:4 should be interpreted as mandatory rules").
panel held that there need be no indication of injury to a foreign party, merely
that the party's product received differential treatment from that accorded
local products. 186

Applying this precedent, a GATT dispute panel should hold that the
National Treatment Clause has been violated where any GATT Contracting
Party's regulation or requirement discriminates against other GATT Con-
tracting Parties. Since France, the United Kingdom, Italy, and Spain have
enacted television quotas in response to the Directive, discrimination is likely
to be found, and therefore, the National Treatment Clause of the General
Agreement has been violated.

C. Television Programs, When Traded, Are Goods

When the United States filed its complaint with GATT alleging that the
European television directive discriminated against American programs, one
of the European Community's responses was that the General Agreement did
not apply to the dispute because television was a service and not a good.187

While the European Community's argument that the GATT treaty only
governs trade in goods is true as a general rule,188 it is not without excep-
tion.189 In 1982, the United States formally proposed expanding the General
Agreement to govern trade in services.190 After several GATT working
groups considered the issue, it became apparent that developing countries
largely opposed the change, making the change unlikely in the near future.191
The limited progress in the Uruguay Round of negotiations makes consensus
on a services agreement appear doubtful.192

The General Agreement's failure to define goods adequately and to dis-
tinguish them from services precludes a simple determination of whether a
GATT panel would consider television programs as goods.193 An under-
standing of the goods and services distinction must begin outside the language

186. Id. at para. 5.9 (whether or not the discrimination affected a specific transaction is not
an issue; the issue is whether the treatment was different).
187. Johnson, supra note 24, at 47.
188. See Shirley A. Coffield, International Service - Trade Issues and the GATT, in MANAG-
ING TRADE RELATIONS IN THE 1980s 97 (Seymour J. Rubin & Thomas R. Graham eds., 1984)
("Historically, GATT has not considered services issues within its rubric.").
189. See Raymond J. Krommenacker, Trade Related Services and GATT, 13 J. OF WORLD
TRADE L. 510, 510-15 (1979) (discussing the application of General Agreement rules to services
such as transportation and transport insurance).
190. See GATT BISD, 29th Supp., at 21 (1983). For a discussion of major issues in a serv-
ices agreement, see generally Symposium, Prospects for a Multilateral Agreement on Services and
Intellectual Property in the GATT Multilateral Trade Negotiations, 19 GA. J. INT'L. COMP. L.
191. See Christopher Bail, Conceptual Problems and Possible Elements of a Multilateral
Framework for International Trade In Services, in LIBERALIZATION OF SERVICES AND INTEL-
LECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE URUGUAY ROUND OF GATT 42-43 (Giorgio Sacerdoti ed., 1990)
192. NEWS OF THE URUGUAY ROUND, supra note 92 (discussing divergent views on treat-
ment of audio-visual services in a services agreement).
193. Having no clear definition of services has made discussion of adding services in the
GATT Uruguay Round difficult. See Bail, supra note 191, at 44.
of the General Agreement. Three methods of distinguishing between goods and services are: 1) the traditional distinction used by economists; 2) the distinction based on the real value of the transaction; and 3) the distinction based on the form the item must take in a given transaction.

The following section will argue that only the third conception is appropriate in the instant case. To reflect the true character of transactions for the sale of television programs, and to remain consistent with prior GATT panel reports and the GATT-sponsored harmonized tariff scheme, a GATT panel should apply the necessary form test and find that television programs are goods.

1. Economists' Traditional Distinction

Economists typically distinguish goods from services on two grounds. First, goods are tangible products, while services are intangible products. Second, goods are storable, while services must be consumed as they are produced.

These traditional definitions fail to distinguish a good from a service when the item traded combines elements of both goods and services, as in the case of a television program. A live theatrical performance is a service provided by the actor to the viewer. The performance is not a tangible product, nor is it storable; rather, it is consumed by the viewer as it is produced. A blank videocassette is a good since it is tangible and storable. However, a television program contains elements of both a service and a good. Does a theatrical performance become a good once it is recorded on videotape? Does a blank videotape become a service once it contains a performance? Economists' definitions of services and goods cannot clarify this ambiguity.

2. The Real Value Test

In the United States, courts asked to distinguish between services and goods for taxation purposes have based their determinations on the real value of the underlying transaction. Courts characterize transactions as sales of services when the real object sought by the buyer is a service. A magnetic tape containing a mailing list was deemed a service, as was magnetic tape

---

containing "intangible knowledge." The printed copy of a cartoon purchased by a newspaper was also a service and not a good.

This concept is reflected in broad descriptions of the service industry, such as that made by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development ("OECD") in its list of service businesses. The valued output of service industries is considered a service. Since entertainment is considered a service industry, the valued output of those industries, such as television programs, would therefore be considered a service. When foreign television stations purchase a U.S. program, they typically purchase a license to broadcast the program a certain number of times in a specified territory over a specified length of time. Applying real value analysis, a GATT panel would find programs a service, since what European broadcasters pay for is not the magnetic tape in a plastic case, but the right to broadcast the producer's performance.

Both the General Agreement and two GATT panels have rejected this approach. While the real value of a cinema film is the intangible information it contains, not the celluloid on which images are printed, Article IV considers film a good. Similarly, two GATT dispute panels have treated newspapers, magazines, and books as goods, even though those items' real value is arguably the information they contain, not the tangible paper through which that information is by necessity conveyed. If a GATT dispute panel were to apply a real object test and concur with the European Community's argument that television programs are a service, the panel would hold contrary to GATT precedent.

3. The Necessary Form in the Transaction

Under the third conception of the goods and services distinction, the characterization of a particular item depends on the form of the property in the underlying transaction. The sale of intangible property often requires a tangible carrier medium to provide the purchaser with the intangible property

199. Commerce Union Bank v. Tidwell, 538 S.W.2d 405, 408 (Tenn. 1976)(court contrasted the value of the tangible good to the value of the entire transaction).
201. The OECD, a trade group whose membership includes twenty-four developed countries, defines services as: insurance, transportation, banking, construction and engineering, accounting, equipment leasing, hotel and management services, data banks and data transfer, licensing and franchising of technology, advertising, computer services, professional services (education, law, and health), and motion pictures. Krommenacker, supra note 189, at 510-11 (citing OECD, National Accounts and Statistics of Foreign Trade).
202. The license is typically for five showings during a period of five years. See Hoskins et al., supra note 33, at 60.
204. Id.
in a usable form. In transactions between television producers and broadcasters, the bargain could not be completed without the buyer receiving the tangible version of the program.

This approach acknowledges that different transactions involving the same intangible property can result in different characterizations. When the transaction is a broadcaster's transmission of a television program to a viewer's television set, the form of the property is that of an intangible service. When the transaction is the sale of a television program from a Hollywood producer to a French station, the form of the property is that of a good. The French TV station cannot receive, store, or periodically broadcast the program without first obtaining the program in a tangible form.

Unlike the real value test, this necessary form approach is consistent with prior GATT dispute panel decisions. The General Agreement adopted this approach by implication in Article IV, when it treated cinema films as goods. Trade in television programs is closely analogous to trade in cinema films. Both are filmed performances, recorded in a tangible form, and ultimately shown to a mass audience. Since the General Agreement considers "exposed cinematograph film" a good, it is consistent for a GATT panel to also consider television programs as goods.

In addition, the General Agreement's provisions previously have been applied to a trade dispute over restrictions on the sale of books, which presents an analogous case of the importance of the property's necessary form to its characterization as a service or a good. In the sale of a book, the real value is the intangible information presented by the author. However, the carrier media, paper and ink, are essential to both the publisher's and the buyer's acquisition of the author's information. Were the author to read from the book to a paying audience, the transaction would not require tangible carrier media, and therefore, the form of the transaction would be characterized as a service.

This approach has apparently been adopted in national customs lists, which, pursuant to the international customs regime, identify the items considered goods for the purpose of each country's tariff schedule. Services are not subject to tariffs, and therefore are not included on a country's tariff schedule. Both the United States and the European Community apply tariffs to videotapes containing programming when the videotaped programs cross their borders. In each country, the tariff is slightly higher for a videotape containing a performance than for blank videotape. For customs pur-

206. Id.
207. UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION, PUB. NO. 2232, HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE OF THE UNITED STATES 8523.12.00; 8523.13.00; 8524.22.10; 8524.23.10 (1990).
poses, a videotape containing intangible intellectual property is distinct from a blank videotape, but still considered a good and not a service.\textsuperscript{209}

In dicta, the Court of Justice of the European Community, addressing the question of whether a television broadcast was a service, appeared to adopt the same approach. While holding that “a television signal must, by reason of its nature, be regarded as provision of services,”\textsuperscript{210} the court stated that “trade in material, sound recordings, films, apparatus, and other products used for the diffusion of television signals is subject to the rules relating to freedom of movement for goods.”\textsuperscript{211} Though no reasoning was given for this distinction, it was presumably because videotaped programs took the essential form of a good when sold from a producer to a broadcaster while the same program took the form of a service when broadcast from a broadcaster to a viewer.

The Commerce Department and the International Trade Commission also seemed to apply the necessary form approach to a dumping dispute over computer software.\textsuperscript{212} Noting that software on a floppy disk exhibits characteristics of both “concrete property and abstract knowledge,” the Commerce Department determined that the programmer’s ideas were transformed into a good the moment they were stored on the disk, and would be considered a service only when the ideas took no tangible form.\textsuperscript{213}

Given the essential function played by the tangible carrier medium in international sales of television programs, a GATT panel should classify television programs as goods since in most transactions the ideas must necessarily take the form of goods in order to travel in the stream of commerce.

\section*{D. The Directive Violates the National Treatment Clause}

After the European Council passed the Directive, the United States alleged that the Directive violated several provisions of the General Agree-

\textsuperscript{209} Films, records, and computer software stored on a floppy disk, all analogous to television programs stored on a videocassette, also appear on the customs valuation list.

\textsuperscript{210} Case 155/73, \textit{Ex parte Giuseppe Sacchi}, 1974 E.C.R. 409, 428, [1974 Transfer Binder] Common Mkt. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 8267 (1974). Since a television transmission is intangible, and must be consumed as it is produced, this statement by the Court of Justice of the European Communities also appears to follow economists’ traditional distinctions. But perhaps it is inaccurate to characterize a broadcast as intangible. The directional particle beams, which upon arrival at a television set become an image, could be considered a good. Defining electromagnetic material as a good would necessitate defining traditional services such as satellite transmissions and telephone calls as goods, as well. This possibility of minuscule matter being considered goods further explains the difficulty of distinguishing between services and goods.

\textsuperscript{211} \textit{Id.} at 432.


\textsuperscript{213} Preliminary Affirmative Countervailing Duty Determination, \textit{supra} note 212, at 1597.
ment.214 It is most likely that the European Community's Directive violated Article III's national treatment requirement.215

National treatment requires that once a foreign good has entered a state, that state must treat the foreign product no less favorably than the state treats its own products: no law, regulation, or requirement can discriminate against the sale, purchase, distribution, or use of a foreign product. The Directive, in requiring stations to broadcast a majority of European works or in no instance a lower percentage of European programming than they did in 1988,216 violates the National Treatment Clause in three ways. First, the Directive affects the "sale, offering for sale, and purchase" of U.S. programs because U.S. programs will not be bought by a European station if the station has filled its quota of non-European programs. Second, the Directive affects the "distribution" of U.S. programs because the programs cannot be distributed as widely or as easily as European programs since the quota will limit the number of foreign programs every public and private station in the European Community is allowed to broadcast. Third, the Directive will affect the "use" of U.S. programs in Europe since U.S. programs cannot be used, or broadcast, by the station as often as European programs.

The closely analogous GATT panel decision in the Italian tractor case is helpful authority. When Britain challenged the Italian regulation requiring banks to make favorable loans to farmers purchasing Italian-made tractors, the GATT panel found that the regulation violated the National Treatment Clause because it affected the sale of foreign tractors.217 This decision also indicates that although the state's regulation was of a service industry, banking, it constituted a GATT violation because it had the effect of discriminating against goods.

The European Community has suggested that the Directive does not violate the General Agreement because it would not decrease the total amount of

214. The United States Trade Representative alleged that the Directive violated the General Agreement's most-favored-nation requirement and the national treatment requirement. See No. 56, OFFICE OF THE U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, PRESS RELEASE: STATEMENT BY AMBASSADOR CARLA A. HILLS, supra note 60, at 3 ("The United States government believes that the local content requirement in the broadcast directive is inconsistent with the Community's obligations not to discriminate against foreign products... to give equal treatment... under the GATT.").

215. Contrary to the U.S. trade officials' claims, the European program quota does not gravely violate Article I's most-favored-nation requirement. The European Community has a duty to treat all other GATT parties equally. Some states qualify as "European" under the Directive's definition of "European made" but are not Member States of the European Community. While the Directive perhaps favors programs produced in these European states which do not belong to the European Community, this preferential treatment seems slight.

Also, the local content requirement does not constitute an unfair "quantitative restriction" under Article XI because Article XI applies only to quotas restricting the entry of goods into a country. The Directive did not limit the entrance of foreign programs into the European Community; it limited the quantity of programs which, once inside the Community, could be broadcast.


U.S. programming sold to Europe, citing the growing number of stations and proportionate growth in demand for programs. This claim is unpersuasive, since GATT panel decisions have clearly established that the national treatment requirement can be violated even when the foreign producer has not actually been harmed by the regulation.\textsuperscript{218} Moreover, even if national treatment required a showing of harm,\textsuperscript{219} this could be easily shown. The increased demand for programming caused by the large number of new stations in Europe presents the possibility of greatly increased sales of U.S. programs. Since European producers do not have the resources to provide all the programming needed by the new stations at a reasonable price, the percentage of U.S. programming broadcast would soon exceed its current level if the European market were open to U.S. exports.

GATT's low threshold for finding that government regulations "affect" trade will require a GATT panel to determine that the Directive's quota is discriminatory. Even if, on average, across the Community, only ten percent of the programming broadcast is from the United States, if even one station would prefer to show more U.S. shows and cannot because of the Directive, U.S. products will be affected.

\textbf{E. The Directive Is Not Justified By the Cinema Exception in Article IV of the General Agreement}

While the European Community may argue to a GATT panel that Article IV allows quotas limiting the percentage of foreign television programs broadcast each year,\textsuperscript{220} a GATT panel should reject this argument because Article IV does not expressly refer to television programs and because Contracting Parties have in the past refused to expand the scope of Article IV to allow quotas against foreign television programs.

Article IV should be interpreted narrowly. The General Agreement contains a broad prohibition against violations of the national treatment principle, but allows a narrow exception for cinema films. Article IV reflects a compromise in which the United States accepted a narrow exception for national treatment in an industry it dominated, and, in return, the scope of the exception was limited to one medium, film, and one type of discrimination, screen quotas.

First, Article IV did not include other goods which have an impact on culture and are exported in substantial quantities by the United States, such

\textsuperscript{218} For a discussion of the Animal Feed decision, see \textit{supra} text accompanying notes 140-42.

\textsuperscript{219} The soyabean oil decision seemed to require a harmful effect. But the GATT Council merely noted the much-criticized decision rather than adopting it, so proof of a harmful effect is probably not a requirement for a national treatment violation. See \textit{supra} note 142.

\textsuperscript{220} The European Community has yet to publicly state this argument. Perhaps they have not done so because of the infrequent application of Article IV by GATT. More likely this omission is due to the European Community's unwillingness to acknowledge that the General Agreement applies to this dispute.
as radio programs, musical recordings, magazines, and books. Second, while previous protection of domestic film industries had taken many forms, under Article IV, GATT Contracting Parties could now discriminate against U.S. films in only one way, a screen quota. Since the Contracting Parties did not agree to an exception for other media of cultural importance or for other types of barriers to trade, a GATT panel should not imply such a provision into the General Agreement.

Since there is no mention of television programs in the General Agreement, the European Community's argument would necessarily focus on the intent of the drafters of the General Agreement and the principles embodied in Article IV. This argument might be effective because in interpreting provisions of the General Agreement, panels often look beyond the express provisions of the Agreement and rule according to its general principles.

The original Contracting Parties adopted the cinema exception because they considered film a powerful influence on their societies, and gave governments specific rights to limit the number of foreign films shown in their countries. The framers were also concerned that foreign films might put local film producers out of business, thereby cutting off an important cultural resource. Both concerns apply by analogy to the European Community's concerns for its culture and its television industry.

After forming a working party on the issue in 1961, the Contracting Parties refused to adopt a proposed resolution stating that Article IV applied to television programs. The working party considered the impact of television, the necessity of having domestic production, and the desirability of promoting free trade between countries. The failure of the Contracting Parties to treat television programs as goods, first when the General Agreement was drafted and subsequently when the issue was revisited in the 1960's, should preclude a panel from amending the General Agreement in a manner the parties rejected. Article IV applies only to "cinematograph films," and its scope should be expanded to television programs only by the Contracting Parties should they choose to amend the General Agreement.

Despite the continued relevance of the European Community's cultural concerns, a GATT panel should not negate the Contracting Parties' bargain by revising the GATT treaty to allow quotas against foreign television programs in addition to quotas against foreign films. Extending the scope of Article IV to television programs would not only allow a restriction on trade the original GATT drafters prohibited, it would also allow a restriction on trade the Contracting Parties refused to allow in 1962.

221. See Brown, supra note 163, at 110.  
222. Application of GATT to International Trade in Television Programmes, GATT Doc. L/1741 (Mar. 13, 1962) (Alternative C, which was rejected, provided: "[W]hen contracting parties find it necessary to impose internal quantitative regulations governing the amount of domestically produced material which shall be used in television programmes, these regulations should take the form of quotas conforming to the same requirements as those established in Article IV for cinematographic films."
F. The Directive Is Not Justified by the Security Exception

Some commentators have argued that because of the cultural nature of television programs the quota may be justified by Article XXI, the national security exception, which allows trade restrictions "necessary to protect public morals" and "national treasures."\(^\text{223}\) The exception has rarely been interpreted by GATT, however, so it is difficult to determine its scope.\(^\text{224}\) Past invocations of Article XXI have been limited to national security issues and have not addressed the necessity to protect morals or national treasures. Examples include European states' suspension of obligations to Argentina during the Falklands War\(^\text{225}\) and the U.S. reduction of sugar quotas on Sandinista-ruled Nicaragua.\(^\text{226}\)

Since the emphasis has been narrowly interpreted in the past, a GATT panel should find that Article XXI's national treasures and morals exception does not justify the Directive's European program requirement.

A measure taken under Article XXI must not be a "disguised restriction on international trade."\(^\text{227}\) Realizing this, Sweden never pursued a measure it placed for a short time before GATT in which it argued that quotas on footwear were necessary for security reasons to ensure that local shoe production would be possible in time of war.\(^\text{228}\) This implies a common-sense limit which would allow a GATT panel to look behind a country's pretext to determine a measure's true purpose. A panel might view the Directive as a disguised restriction on trade rather than a legitimate attempt to protect national treasures or morals.

A GATT panel should reject a claim that imported television programs threaten European morals. A leading commentator has noted that Article XXI should not justify restrictions against countries where similar conditions prevail.\(^\text{229}\) Since societies on both sides of the Atlantic generally share the conditions of developed democracies, a GATT panel of impartial experts should rule that European moral standards are not so distinct from American standards as to be threatened by U.S. television programs.

A GATT panel should also reject a claim that certain European television actors or directors are "national treasures" which must be preserved. The European Community Directive does not require the broadcast of television programs featuring award-winning actors or directors of European de-

\(^{223}\) See Wilkins, supra note 2, at 206-07 ("the EEC may well have this right of exception"). See also Acheson & Maule, supra note 7, at 47-48 (some countries think films are so important that quotas are justified by this exception).

\(^{224}\) See Jackson, supra note 71, at 748-52.


\(^{227}\) Jackson, supra note 71, at 743.

\(^{228}\) See GATT Doc. L/4250 (1975).

\(^{229}\) Jackson, supra note 71, at 743.
scent. The European Community Directive requires only the showing of programs produced by European companies, irrespective of whether legendary figures or amateurs directed, filmed, or acted in them.

V.
FREE TRADE AND CULTURAL SOVEREIGNTY

GATT dispute panels only decide whether the General Agreement has been violated, they do not prescribe how a Contracting Party should amend its laws to make them consistent with the General Agreement. If the European Community or one of its Member States wished to adopt an economically efficient program consistent with the General Agreement to promote its culture, it could replace the broadcast quota with a subsidy program providing direct subsidies to groups producing programs which the government believes have cultural value.

A. Europe Seeks to Protect and Promote Its Culture

Europeans have lived in separate sovereign states, practiced different religions, and spoken different languages since the fall of the Roman Empire. There is no single European culture that the European Community can protect. However, the European Community considers building the European identity of Member States' citizens central to the process of integration. The EEC Treaty states that it seeks "to establish the foundations of an ever closer union among the European peoples."

The European Commission's "Television Without Frontiers" Green Paper stated that "the dissemination of information across national borders can do much to help the peoples of Europe to recognize the common destiny they share in many areas." The European Community has even taken a step toward using television as a means to achieve the goal of a single European identity by considering the creation of a European television channel.

Individual Member States also have a cultural interest based on identity preservation which stands in contrast to the European Community's interest in identity creation. Based on language and ethnicity, Member State culture is distinct from an integrated Pan-European culture. As indicated by the legislative history of the Directive, different Member States have different degrees of interest in promoting their cultures through the regulation of television content, with France being perhaps the most concerned Member State, and Germany being perhaps the least concerned.

230. The European Parliament has noted that "European unification will only be achieved if Europeans want it. Europeans will only want it if there is such a thing as a European identity." Green Paper, supra note 43, at 28 n.1.
231. See EEC TREATY, supra note 1, pmbl.
233. Davies, supra note 46, at 28.
Forty years after the General Agreement was drafted, the root concern of the European Community and its Member States remains cultural, rather than economic, protection.\textsuperscript{234} Why does the European Community wish to protect television producers? Since trained producers could certainly find comparable jobs in other sectors of the European economy, the rationale must be more than keeping the producers employed in the television industry.\textsuperscript{235} Europe wants to protect the industry because of the perceived impact its programs have on viewers. The European Community wishes to retain some control over program content and realizes that it cannot influence the content of programs imported from the United States.\textsuperscript{236}

### B. Television Programs Affect Culture

Communication and entertainment are important vehicles for culture.\textsuperscript{237} Mass media are more important cultural vehicles than traditional media because, by definition, they reach larger audiences. Where total population is as great as in the European Community, mass media dispense more information to more people than traditional cultural vehicles such as live entertainment.\textsuperscript{238}

While the specific impact of television viewing on individuals is actively debated, social scientists agree that in many circumstances, the messages of mass media can accelerate social change, promote viewers' adoption of new and different attitudes, and influence viewers' behavior.\textsuperscript{239} Since the European Community is concerned with the attitudes and behavior of its citizens,
it follows that the Community would be concerned with the content of television programs its citizens watch.

Health care and education are industries considered so important to national welfare that trade in these industries is not governed solely by market forces. Given the social impact of television programs, governments may likewise feel justified in not allowing television content to be dictated solely by market forces, such as price and consumer taste. As the drafters of Article IV of the General Agreement refused to treat film as a purely economic commodity, the European Community is entitled to do the same with respect to television, and can do so without resorting to restrictive quotas that violate the General Agreement.

C. Quotas Are Ineffective at Encouraging Production of Programs Promoting European Culture

Trade theorists argue that the costs of domestic industry protection can be minimized by narrowly focusing government protection on achieving the result sought. This principle, in addition to the European Community's GATT obligations, should influence the route it chooses for cultural promotion.

The European Community's local program quota, in its current form, is not closely related to its end: promoting European culture and protecting it from American domination. The definition of a "European work" in the Directive, based on the nationality of the citizens and the geographic location of the production and producers, will not guarantee that European programs will reflect the aspects of European culture that the European Community and Member State governments consider valuable. Eurocop, a police show filmed in Spain with Spanish actors, may not promote European culture any more than an American documentary on Vincent van Gogh. The European Community should retract the Directive's European program requirement and adopt a television policy which promotes programs reflecting European culture, not merely programs with a "Made in Europe" label.

Not only is the Directive's quota ineffective at achieving the cultural objective at the present time, the Directive will become even less effective at securing its ends as European entertainment consumers obtain greater choice among forms of entertainment. With increased access to cable and direct

240. See INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS, supra note 237.

241. KRUGMAN & OBSTFELD, supra note 98, at 220 (noting general principle that when faced with market failure, direct policy responses are preferable to indirect policy responses which can bring about unintended economic distortions).

242. Some viewers have suggested that if television comedian Benny Hill is representative of British culture, then the sooner U.S. culture replaces British culture the better. See Buscombe, supra note 15, at 408.

broadcast transmissions, and with increased ownership of videocassette recorders and laser and compact disc players, European consumers will have greater access to foreign entertainment than they have had in the past. The resources of the European Community are inefficiently spent on limiting access to U.S. programs on one medium, television. Resources will be more efficiently used by increasing European cultural productions, which can be viewed by Europeans not only on television, but also on other mass media which successfully carry cultural messages to consumers.

D. Subsidies Would Effectively Achieve the European Community's Goals

European interference in the market for television production should be limited to government regulation consistent with the General Agreement which efficiently achieves a state's need for sovereignty without distorting the national market for films and television programs. A direct production subsidy to chosen European television producers would be the least costly form of protection, and the most likely to result in an increase in television programs and films promoting European culture. Subsidies would allow European producers to sell their programs in the domestic market at prices more competitive than those charged in Europe by U.S. producers.

Production subsidies of this type are consistent with the General Agreement's substantive provisions regarding subsidies. The General Agreement has implicitly allowed certain government subsidies. However, as subsidies became more prevalent in the 1970s, GATT limited the allowable types. In an agreement from the Tokyo Round of GATT negotiations, begun in 1973 and concluded in 1979, the Contracting Parties prohibited government subsidies of export industries, but did not prohibit direct government subsidies of industries producing goods only for local use. But since European television producers do not export their product in meaningful quantities, GATT would not characterize the European Community's television industry as an export industry, and therefore would allow the European Community or its Member States to subsidize local entertainment producers if they chose to do so.

244. See Acheson & Maule, supra note 7, at 41 (discussing new media and its contribution to the loss of state control over media content).

245. Jackson, supra note 71, at 331.


248. The U.S. imports only 2% of its programming from abroad. See Buscombe, supra note 15, at 410. However, if subsidies increased European television exports to the United States, the United States, under the General Agreement, could adopt countervailing customs duties to offset a subsidized program's lower price. See General Agreement, supra note 4, art. 6(3), 61(5) Stat. at A23-A25, 55 U.N.T.S. at 212.
Subsidies, in general, are less distortive of trade patterns than are quotas, and are therefore less costly to an economic system than quotas. Since quotas restrict television imports to a fixed level, some producers may exploit a monopoly in a small language market, such as Flemish or Romansch, by charging high prices to stations which have already bought their allowed quantity of less expensive U.S. programs. Not only would non-European programs become more expensive under a quota system, the costs of these locally-produced programs in small language markets would also be prohibitive. Even for broadcasters in larger markets, the costs of European programs which they must purchase in order to comply with the Directive could be substantially higher than the cost of U.S. programs.

Unlike a quota, a subsidy would lower, not raise, the prices paid for programs by “consumers”—the television stations. Subsidies lower the production costs of domestic producers, but unlike quotas they do not force consumers to purchase the good. If after receiving a subsidy, European programs are less expensive than U.S. programs, U.S. producers will be forced to lower their prices in order to remain competitive with the European producers marketing their films to the same television stations.

While subsidies to European producers may cause financial losses for U.S. producers, the losses will not be as great as those caused by a quota. Under a quota, while stations might pay slightly more for the U.S. programs they were allowed to purchase, the total number of U.S. programs sold would decrease. Under a subsidy program, stations would pay slightly less for U.S. programs, but the volume of sales would be less likely to decrease. Since the marginal cost of U.S. programs sold in Europe is low (merely the cost of delivering and dubbing a videotape) profits are linked more closely to volume of sales than to price. Therefore, a restriction affecting the volume of U.S. sales, such as a quota, will cause more harm to U.S. producers than a restriction affecting the sales price alone, such as a subsidy.

Subsidies would also more effectively protect the European Community’s cultural interest in television programming. Member States’ governments could direct subsidies to producers considered the most likely to create works of cultural value. Subsidies could take various forms, including direct grants to producers, below-market rate loans, and grants for the education and training of directors, performers, and technical professionals. For discussion of the various forms of subsidies, see Acheson & Maule, supra note 7, at 45. For a proposal that the U.S. should also subsidize producers of quality film and television, see William Fadiman, Should American Films be Subsidized?, in SIGHT, SOUND AND SOCIETY: MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION 344 (David Manning White & Richard Averson eds., 1968).

251. Warner M. Corden, The Theory of Protection 204 (1971). See, e.g., Krugman & Obstfeld, supra note 98, at 221 (the cost of an auto import quota is paid by the consumer in the form of higher automobile prices, whereas the cost of a subsidy for domestic auto production is paid by the government’s direct outlay).
252. Subsidies could take various forms, including direct grants to producers, below-market rate loans, and grants for the education and training of directors, performers, and technical professionals. For discussion of the various forms of subsidies, see Acheson & Maule, supra note 7, at 45. For a proposal that the U.S. should also subsidize producers of quality film and television, see William Fadiman, Should American Films be Subsidized?, in SIGHT, SOUND AND SOCIETY: MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION 344 (David Manning White & Richard Averson eds., 1968).
tions prepared for granting such subsidies, with Germany currently making grants to producers through the Film Aid Institute\textsuperscript{253} and Belgium through its Ministry of Culture and Ministry of Education and Science.\textsuperscript{254} Subsidies would also accommodate Member States’ divergent degrees of concern for preserving European culture. Subsidy amounts would depend on each Member State’s concern for cultural preservation. A country that is concerned with the preservation of culture could pay generous subsidies, while a country which emphasizes free trade could offer local producers limited or no support.

VI.
CONCLUSION

A GATT panel, when presented with the dispute over the European Community’s Directive, should find that the General Agreement applies to television programs and that quotas limiting the broadcast of foreign programs violate the Agreement’s national treatment clause. To reflect their collective commitment to abolishing restrictions on trade, the Contracting Parties should adopt the panel report.

In recognition of the nexus between international communications and national culture, the GATT Council could adopt a memorandum of understanding concurrent with the adoption of the panel’s report which expressly recognizes that government subsidies to producers of films and television programs intended for local broadcast are justifiable under GATT’s subsidy regime.

\textsuperscript{253} See MPEAA, TRADE BARRIERS, supra note 78, at 43-44.
\textsuperscript{254} See id. at 10.